Faculty of Medicine (URCA), Reims, France

ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE FRENCH SOCIETY
FOR EXTRACELLULAR
MATRIX BIOLOGY

ECM: FROM DISEASES TO WELFARE

ORGANIZING
SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

REIMS
Hervé EMONARD, Stéphane BRÉZILLON,
Laurent DUCA, Stéphane JAISSON

STRASBOURG
Maxime LEHMANN

TOPICS

LECTURE
"In memoriam of Ladislas Robert"

SESSIONS
ECM in cancer
ECM in vascular aging
ECM in dermocosmetology
ECM as source of biomaterials

ORGANISATION & REGISTRATION
COM&CO - ETIENNE JARRY - ejarry@comnco.com
15, Bd Grawitz - 13016 Marseille, France
Tel.: +33 (0)4 91 09 70 53 - Fax: +33 (0)4 96 15 33 08

REGISTRATION ONLINE:
bit.ly/SFBMEC-registration

MORE INFORMATION ON:
WWW.MEETING-SFBMEC.FR